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Advanced Scientific Computing
Research for closely related research in
computer science and/or applied
mathematics. Applications may request
support for up to three years, with outyear support contingent on the
availability of funds and satisfactory
progress. To support multi-disciplinary,
multi-institutional efforts, annual
funding levels of up to $1 million may
be requested for the scientific
application work and up to $200,000
per year for the Scientific Application
Partnership Program work.
As required by the SC grant
application guide, applicants must
submit their budgets using the Budget
Page (DOE Form 4620.1) with one
Budget Page for each year of requested
funding. The requested funding for the
proposed work in computer science and
applied mathematics should be
included on a separate Budget Page.
However, applicants are also requested
to list the proposed computer science
and applied mathematics costs
separately in an appendix, as the Office
of Advanced Scientific Computing
Research may support this part of the
work (up to about 20 percent of the total
project cost). The Office of Fusion
Energy Sciences expects to fund two or
three centers, depending on the size of
the awards.
Applications
Applications will be subjected to
scientific merit review (peer review) and
will be evaluated against the following
criteria listed in descending order of
importance as codified in 10 CFR part
605.10(d) (http://www.science.doe.gov/
production/grants/605index.html):
1. Scientific and/or technical merit of
the project;
2. Appropriateness of the proposed
method or approach;
3. Competency of the applicant’s
personnel and adequacy of the proposed
resources; and
4. Reasonableness and
appropriateness of the proposed budget.
The evaluation under the first
criterion in 10 CFR part 605.10(d),
Scientific and Technical Merit, will pay
particular attention to:
(a) The importance of the proposed
project to the mission of the Office of
Fusion Energy Sciences;
(b) The potential of the proposed
project to advance the state-of-the-art in
computational modeling and simulation
of plasma behavior; and
(c) The need for extraordinary
computing resources to address
problems of critical scientific
importance to the fusion program and
the demonstrated abilities of the
applicants to use terascale computers.
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The evaluation under item 2,
Appropriateness of the Proposed
Method or Approach, will also consider
the following elements related to quality
of planning and management:
(a) If the project involves more than
one scientific code, how the use of
multiple codes will contribute to a
coherent set of scientific objectives that
are more readily achieved through the
use of multiple codes;
(b) Soundness of the plan for effective
management of the project;
(c) Quality of plan for ensuring
communication with math and
computer science projects and with
other relevant SciDAC projects;
(d) Viability of plan for verifying and
validating the models developed,
including close coupling with
experiments for ultimate validation; and
(e) Quality and clarity of proposed
work schedule and deliverables.
Note that external peer reviewers are
selected with regard to both their
scientific expertise and the absence of
conflict-of-interest issues. Non-federal
reviewers may be used, and submission
of an application constitutes agreement
that this is acceptable to the
investigator(s) and the submitting
institution.
General information about
development and submission of
applications, eligibility, limitations,
evaluations and selection processes, and
other policies and procedures may be
found in the Application Guide for the
Office of Science (SC) Financial
Assistance Program and in 10 CFR part
605. Electronic access to SC’s Financial
Assistance Guide and required forms is
made available via the Internet using the
following Web site address: http://
www.science.doe.gov/production/
grants/grants.html.
In addition, for this notice, project
descriptions must be 25 pages or less,
including tables and figures, but
excluding attachments. The application
must also contain an abstract or project
summary on a separate page with the
name of the principal investigator,
mailing address, phone, FAX, and email
listed. The application must also
include letters of commitment from all
non-funded collaborators (briefly
describing the intended contribution of
each to the research), and short
curriculum vitae for the principal
investigator and any co-PIs.
The Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance Number for this program is
81.049, and the solicitation control
number is ERFAP 10 CFR art 605.
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Issued in Washington, DC on: January 14,
2004.
John A. Alleva,
Director, Grants & Contracts Division, Office
of Science.
[FR Doc. 04–1201 Filed 1–20–04; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6450–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Certification of the Radiological
Condition of the Chapman Valve in
Indian Orchard, MA
U.S. Department of Energy.
Notice of certification.

AGENCY:
ACTION:

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) has completed remedial actions
to decontaminate the Chapman Valve
site in Indian Orchard, Massachusetts.
This property formerly was found to
contain quantities of radioactive
material from activities conducted for
the Atomic Energy Commission’s (AEC)
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
during the mid-1940s. Based on the
analysis of all data collected, DOE has
concluded that the property is in
compliance with DOE radiological
decontamination criteria and standards,
and that no radiological restrictions on
the use of the property are required.
ADDRESSES: The certification docket is
available at the following locations:
U.S. Department of Energy, Public
Reading Room, Room 1E–190,
Forrestal Building, 1000
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20585;
U.S. Department of Energy, DOE
Information Center, 475 Oak Ridge
Turnpike, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37831; Springfield Museum and
Library, 220 State Street, Springfield,
Massachusetts 01103.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Donald Mackenzie, Health Physicist,
U.S. Department of Energy, Core
Technical Group, EM–23/Cloverleaf
Building, 1000 Independence Avenue,
SW., Washington, DC 20585–2040.
Telephone Number: (301) 903–7426.
Fax Number: (301) 903–2385.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The U.S.
DOE, Oak Ridge Operations Office (OR),
Office of Environmental Management,
has conducted remedial action at the
Chapman Valve site in Indian Orchard,
Massachusetts, under the Formerly
Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
(FUSRAP). The objective of the program
is to identify and remediate, or
otherwise control, sites where residual
radioactive contamination remains from
activities carried out under contract to
the Manhattan Engineer District (MED)/
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AEC during the early years of the
nation’s atomic energy program.
In October 1997, the Energy and
Water Appropriations Act, 1998
transferred responsibility for
management of the FUSRAP program to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (U.S.
ACE). Completion of the certification
process was delayed pending
preparation of a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the DOE
and the U.S. ACE with regard to
completed, remediated sites such as the
Chapman Valve property. The MOU
between the U.S. DOE and the U.S. ACE
regarding Program Administration and
Execution of the FUSRAP program was
signed by the parties in March 1999.
Funding to proceed with the completion
of DOE closure documentation for
several FUSRAP sites, including the
Chapman Valve site, was obtained from
the U.S. ACE in late 2000. The closure
documentation for these sites will
document the cleanup and inform the
public of their successful
decontamination of radioactive
contamination.
The Chapman Valve site was formerly
owned and operated by the Chapman
Valve Manufacturing Company. In 1948,
the company set-aside approximately
one-third of an area known as
Department 40 in the western end of
Building 23 for the machining of
uranium rods for the AEC’s BNL.
Segregation of the area from other parts
of the facility was achieved by installing
a floor to ceiling wooden partition that
was more than 50 feet high. Special
modifications to the facility included
building shields, quenching tanks,
suction systems, cranes, and ductwork.
Uranium operations were terminated on
November 8, 1948. After the contract
was completed, the company had in its
possession over 27,000 pounds of metal
scrap, oxides, and sweepings. This
material was identified for removal
several months after contract
completion.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) personnel indicated in a 1991
survey report that the residual uranium
contamination found at the Chapman
Valve site was typical of MED/AEC
operations. This survey indicated that
the contamination was limited to the
interior of the segregated area within
Department 40 and included floors,
walls, and overhead beams. Following a
review of files, it was concluded there
are no indications that work with
uranium metal was conducted at the site
after the AEC operations were
terminated.
In November and December 1994,
additional radiological surveys were
performed to supplement and refine
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survey information. Characterization
findings confirm the presence of
contamination located predominantly in
the western end of Building 23. In
addition to confirming the ORNL survey
results, these findings were in
agreement with historical process
information obtained during interviews
conducted with a former Chapman
Valve supervisor. Based on this
characterization data, DOE conducted
remedial action at the Chapman Valve
site from July to September 1995.
Post-remedial action surveys
conducted in 1995 have demonstrated,
and the DOE has certified, that the
subject property is in compliance with
the DOE radiological decontamination
criteria and standards in effect at the
conclusion of remedial action. These
standards are established to protect
members of the general public and
occupants of the site, and to ensure that
reasonably foreseeable future use of the
site will result in no radiological
exposure above applicable guidelines.
Accordingly, this property is released
from the FUSRAP program. These
findings are supported by the DOE’s
Certification Docket for the Remedial
Action Performed at the Chapman Valve
site in Indian Orchard, Massachusetts.
The DOE makes no representation
regarding the condition of the site as a
result of activities conducted
subsequent to DOE’s post-remedial
action surveys.
The Certification Docket will be
available for review between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m., Monday through Friday (except
Federal holidays), in the DOE Public
Reading Room located in 1E–190 of the
Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence
Avenue, SW., Washington, DC. Copies
of the Certification Docket will also be
available in the DOE Public Reading
Room, U.S. Department of Energy, Oak
Ridge Operations Office, 200
Administration Road, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and the Springfield Museum
and Library, 200 State Street,
Springfield, Massachusetts.
The DOE, through the Acting Office
Director, Core Technical Group (EM–
23), Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Cleanup and
Acceleration (EM–20), the Assistant
Secretary for the Office Environmental
Management (EM), has issued the
following statement:
Statement of Certification: Chapman
Valve Site in Indian Orchard,
Massachusetts
The DOE, the Oak Ridge Operations
Office, the Office of Environmental
Management, the Oak Ridge
Reservation, the Remediation
Management Group, and the U.S. DOE
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Office of Environmental Management
(EM), Core Technical Group (EM–23),
has reviewed and analyzed the
radiological data obtained following
remedial action at the Chapman Valve
site in Indian Orchard, Massachusetts,
(Deed Book 2891, Page 53, in the
records of Hampden County,
Massachusetts). Based on the analysis of
all data collected, including postremedial action surveys, DOE certifies
that any residual contamination
remaining onsite at the time remedial
actions were completed falls within
DOE radiological decontamination
criteria and standards for use of the
property without radiological
restrictions. This certification of
compliance provides assurance that
reasonably foreseeable future use of the
site will result in no radiological
exposure above DOE radiological
criteria and standards for protecting
members of the general public and
occupants of the property.
Property owned by: The Crane
Company, 100 First Stamford Place,
Stamford, Connecticut 06902.
Issued in Germantown, Maryland, on
January 14, 2004.
Robert Goldsmith,
Director, Core Technical Group,
Environmental Cleanup and Acceleration,
Office of Environmental Management.
[FR Doc. 04–1203 Filed 1–20–04; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Energy Information Administration
Policy Statement; Disclosure
Limitation Policy for Statistical
Information Based on Petroleum
Supply Reporting System Survey Data
AGENCY: Energy Information
Administration (EIA), Department of
Energy (DOE).
ACTION: Policy statement. Disclosure
limitation policy for statistical
information based on Petroleum Supply
Reporting System survey data.
SUMMARY: The EIA is announcing its
disclosure limitation policy for
statistical information based on
Petroleum Supply Reporting System
(PSRS) survey data. Beginning with
survey data for January 2004, EIA
extends its 1986 policy of not applying
disclosure limitation methods to
statistics based on PSRS survey data to
all PSRS survey information collected
under a pledge of confidentiality. EIA
will continue to protect information
collected under a pledge of
confidentiality by not publicly releasing
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